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Definition
Since the establishment of biometrics as a specific research area in the late 1990s, the biometric
community has focused its efforts in the development of accurate recognition algorithms [1].
Nowadays, biometric recognition is a mature technology that is used in many applications, offering
greater security and convenience than traditional methods of personal recognition [2].
During the past few years, biometric quality measurement has become an important concern
after a number of studies and technology benchmarks that demonstrate how performance of
biometric systems is heavily affected by the quality of biometric signals [3]. This operationally
important step has been nevertheless under-researched compared to the primary feature extraction
and pattern recognition tasks [4]. One of the main challenges facing biometric technologies
is performance degradation in less controlled situations, and the problem of biometric quality
measurement has arisen even stronger with the proliferation of portable handheld devices, with
at-a-distance and on-the-move acquisition capabilities. These will require robust algorithms
capable of handling a range of changing characteristics [2]. Another important example is
forensics, in which intrinsic operational factors further degrade recognition performance.
There are a number of factors that can affect the quality of biometric signals, and there are
numerous roles of a quality measure in the context of biometric systems. This section summarizes
the state of the art in the biometric quality problem, giving an overall framework of the different
challenges involved.

Factors Influencing Biometric Quality
There are a number of factors affecting the quality of biometric signals. We propose a classification
of quality factors on the basis of their relationship with the different parts of a biometric system
[3, 5]. We distinguish four different classes: user-related, user-sensor interaction, acquisition
sensor, and processing system factors (see Fig. 1). Unfortunately, some of these factors fall out
of our control, so it is important upon capture of a biometric sample to assess its quality in
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Fig. 1 Factors affecting the quality of biometric signals

order to perform appropriate corrective actions. User-related factors can affect the character of
a biometric sample, that is, the quality attributable to the inherent physical feature. In this sense,
the degree of control on these factors is quite low, as inherent features of a person are difficult
or impossible to modify. The remaining factors affect the sample fidelity or, in other words, the
faithfulness between a biometric sample and its source [4]. Depending on the application, these
factors can be controlled, as discussed next.

User-Related Factors
These include physiological and behavioral factors. As they have to do entirely with the “user
side,” they are the most difficult to control. We give a summary of the most important ones in
Tables 1 and 2, together with an indication of what biometric trait is affected by each one, their
effects, and to what degree we can control them:
• Physiological. Most of these fall out of our control, e.g., age, gender, etc. Many do not
necessarily produce degradation on the biometric data, but additional intra-variability, for
example, differences in speech between males and females, or face changes as we grow up.
This variability, if not properly considered by the recognition algorithm, may lead to degraded
performance. Other factors, like diseases or injuries, may alter a part of our body, our skin, our
voice, our ability to sign, etc., resulting in biometric data infeasible for recognition, sometimes
irreversibly. In some studies, however, such alterations are precisely used to narrow down a
person’s identity, for example, an amputated leg in gait recognition.
• Behavioral. These can be easier to alleviate, although it is not always possible or convenient. One solution is just to recapture after taking corrective actions (e.g., “put off your
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Hand

Signature

Speech

Face

Iris

Factor

Fingerprint

Table 1 Physiological factors that can have impact on biometric quality

Effects

Controllable

a

Age
X
X
X
X
X
X
Genderb
X
X
Variability
Ethnic groupc
X
X
Amputation
X
X
X
Lack of data
No
Skin conditiond
X
X
Diseases
X
X
X
X
X
X
Lack of data
Injuries
X
X
X
X
X
X
or invalid data
a
Age: although iris pigmentation and fingerprint characteristics are highly stable, they change until adolescence and
during old age. The other traits are subject to natural evolution throughout life. The user’s age can also degrade the
sample owing to, for example, medical condition or the loss of certain abilities
b
Gender: it can cause differences in face or speech characteristics
c
Ethnic group: it affects to face (physical features) and iris (in some ethnic groups, pigmentation is different and/or
iris is not visible due to eyelid occlusion or long eyelashes, e.g., Eastern people)
d
Skin condition: it refers to factors like skin moisture, sweat, cuts, bruises, etc., which can affect traits involving
analysis of skin properties (fingerprint and hand)

hat/coat/ring/glasses” or “keep your eyes opened”). In some applications, like forensics or
surveillance, this is not always possible, while in other cases, such corrective actions could
be counterproductive, resulting in subjects being reluctant to use the system.

User-Sensor Interaction Factors
These include environmental and operational, which we summarize, respectively, in Tables 3 and 4.
In principle, they are easier to control than user-related factors, provided that we can supervise the
interaction between the user and the sensor, for example, in controllable premises. Unfortunately,
the adverse and uncontrollable conditions found in less controlled scenarios, such as mobility,
remoteness, or forensics, make it necessary to account for environmental or operational
variability.
• Environmental. The quality of face images or videos depends on illumination, background,
object occlusion, etc., and fingerprint images are affected by modifications of the properties
of the skin due to humidity or temperature. Also, illumination and light reflections have great
impact on iris images due to the reflective properties of the eye, whereas the quality of speech
is highly dependent of factors affecting background noise. Outdoor operation is specially
problematic, as indicated in Table 3. For image-based modalities, environmental factors can
be addressed, for example, by using infrared, ultrasonic, multispectral, or 3D imaging systems,
but it results in increased costs and computational load.
• Operational. An important factor that has to do with the operation of the system is the time
passed between acquisitions. There is an intrinsic variability in biometric data characteristics
as time passes, not only in the long term but also in the short term. The most important
consequence is that biometric data acquired from an individual at two different moments may
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X
X
X
X
X
X

Hand

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Signature

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Speech

Face

X
X
X
X
X

Iris

Factor
Tiredness
Distraction
Cooperativity
Motivation
Nervousness
Distance
Frontalness
Blink, eyes closed
Pressure against sensor
Inconsistent contact
Pose, gaze
Illiteracya
Manual laborb
Facial expression
Ethnic originc
Hairstyle, beard, makeup
Clothes
Hat
Jewelry
Glasses/contact lenses

Fingerprint

Table 2 Behavioral factors that can have impact on biometric quality

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
Invalid data

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Controllable
Difficult
Yes
Depending on the application

Yes, recapture

X
X
X

Effects

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

Lack of data
or invalid data

No
Yes, recapture
No

X
Variability
X

Difficult, except for coat/sweater
Yes, take off and recapture

X
Invalid data
Illiteracy: it could affect signature recognition or the user’s ability to use the system when reading or writing is
required
b
Manual labor: it may affect the skin condition (dryness, cuts, bruises, dirt, diseases, etc.), in some cases irreversibly
c
Ethnic origin: it can affect to basic facial features and the iris (pigmentation is different in some ethnic groups, or
the iris is not visible due to eyelid occlusion or long eyelashes). It can also affect a user’s behavior, for example, the
facial appearance (hairstyle, beard, jewelry, etc.), speech (language, lexicon, intonation, etc.), and signature (American
signatures typically consist of a readable written name, European signatures normally include a flourish, and Asian
signatures consist of independent symbols)
a

be very different, resulting in higher false acceptance rates. Time variability is not really a factor
producing data degradation (biometric data is not of worse quality as time passes). However,
higher data variability in general implies worse recognition performance. Variability affects to
any biometric trait, although some of them are more sensitive than others, as it is the case of
signature, face, or voice [1]. Strategies to compensate variability includes acquiring multiple
samples representative of the variability associated with a user’s biometric data (e.g., different
portions of the fingerprint to deal with partially overlapped fingerprints or face from multiple
viewpoints), updating the user’s template stored in the database using newly acquired data [7],
or adapting the classifier to the variability found in the data [8].
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Backgroundb
Temperaturec
Humidityc
Illuminationd
Light reflectiond
Ambient noisee
Object occlusionb
Season

Iris

Face

Speech

Signature

Hand

Factor
Indoor/outdoora

Fingerprint

Table 3 Environmental factors that can have impact on biometric quality

X

X

X

X

X

X

Effects
Variability (light, noise,
skin, sensor)
Variability
Variability (skin properties)

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

Depending on the
application

X
X

Variability, invalid data
X

X

Controllable

Invalid data

X
X

Variability (clothing, skin
Yes
properties)
a
Outdoor operation: it is specially problematic because control of other environmental factors can be lost. It also
demands additional actions concerning sensor conditions and maintenance
b
Background and object occlusion: these are related to uncontrolled environments (e.g., surveillance cameras), and
they can greatly degrade face recognition system performance
c
Temperature and humidity: these affect skin properties (in fingerprint and hand recognition)
d
Illumination and light reflection: these can affect iris images owing to the eye reflective properties. They can also
affect face images
e
Ambient noise: it affects the quality of speech

Hand

Signature

Speech

Face

Iris

Fingerprint

Table 4 Operational factors that can have impact on biometric quality

Factor
Effects
Controllable
a
User familiarity
X
X
X
Yes
Feedback of acquired dataa
X
X
X
X
Supervision by an operator
X
X
X
X
X
X
Invalid data,
Sensor cleaning
X
X
variability
Depending on
Physical guidesb
X
X
X
X
the application
Ergonomicsc
X
X
X
X
X
Time between acquisitionsd
X
X
X
X
X
X
Variability
a
Feedback of acquired data: this has been demonstrated to lead to better acquired samples, which can lead to user
familiarity with the system [6]
b
Physical guides: in some cases, they are incorporated in the sensor to facilitate acquisition (e.g., hand, finger)
c
Ergonomics: it refers to how the design of the acquisition device facilitates user interaction
d
Time between acquisitions: it can greatly affect system performance because data acquired from an individual at
two different moments may differ considerably
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Acquisition Sensor Factors
The sensor is, in most cases, the only physical point of interaction between the user and the
biometric system. Therefore, its fidelity in reproducing the original biometric pattern is crucial.
Some studies have been concerned with the impact of sensor features on the quality of acquired
data. Also, replacing the sensor will be a very common operation as it is damaged or newer designs
appear [9]. The infeasibility of reacquiring enrolled users each time that the sensor is replaced will
lead to the coexistence of biometric data from different devices. Algorithms must account for data
variability in this interoperability scenario, something that can be achieved through the use of
quality measures [10].
The diffusion of low-cost sensors and portable devices is rapidly growing in the context
of ubiquitous access to information and service. This represents a new scenario for biometric
recognition systems [2]. Unfortunately, data produced by these kinds of sensors are very different
from the data obtained by dedicated (and more expensive) sensors, especially as quality is
concerned. Acquisition is affected primarily by a small input area, poor ergonomics, or the fact
that the user may be in movement. The adaptation of existing features and the incorporation of a
dedicated processing step are two of the solutions already proposed in the literature. On the other
hand, there are scenarios where the required security level demands the use of sensors with the
latest acquisition capabilities. Examples include high-resolution fingerprint sensors or 3D imaging
systems. Another of the hottest research topics in this area is the acquisition “at a distance” or
“on the move” as a person walks by detection equipment, facilitating the ease of interaction with
the system [11]. The acquisition at a distance drastically reduces the need of user’s interaction,
and therefore, high acceptance and transparency in many applications can be expected. However,
new processing techniques and features are needed to allow recognition in this new challenging
scenario.

Processing Sensor Factors
These relate to how a biometric sample is processed after its acquisition. In principle, they are
the easiest to control. Factors affecting here are the data format used for exchange or storage
and the algorithms applied for data processing. If there are storage or exchange speed constraints
(e.g., smart cards or portable devices), we may need to use data compression techniques, which
may degrade the sample or template quality. Also, government or regulatory bodies may specify
that biometric data must be kept in raw form, rather than in post-processed templates that might
depend on proprietary algorithms. But storing raw data instead of templates can imply a vast
increase in data size, with consequences in data transmission times and inability to embed the
data in the allocated space, e.g., in smart cards. Hence, questions of compressibility and the effects
of lossy image compression on recognition performance become critical. The problem of data
compression, together with packet loss effects, also appears in recent applications of biometrics
over mobile or Internet networks. Another important issue is the protection of stored biometric
templates due to potential misuse of stolen templates. If an adversary is able to access a template,
he/she can create a spoof biometric (e.g., gummy finger) from the template and present it to the
system. Further, an adversary can cross-link the stolen templates with other biometric databases,
allowing him/her to track the activities of an enrolled person, thereby compromising his/her
privacy. Though a number of bio-crypto algorithms have been proposed [12], they have limited
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practical applicability due to the trade-off between recognition performance and security of the
template.

Ensuring Good Quality of Biometric Samples
In the previous section, we have summarized the factors affecting quality of biometric signals. We
will now report some helpful guidelines to control these factors. For that purpose, we identify three
points of action, as it can be observed in Fig. 2: (i) the capture point, (ii) the quality assessment
algorithm itself, and (iii) the system that performs the recognition process.

Fig. 2 Biometric quality assurance process
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Most of the factors affecting the quality of biometric signals are related with the “user side,” as
seen above. For this reason, there are many things that can be done at the capture point (a critical
point of action because it is the main interface between the user and the system):
• Supervision of the acquisition by an operator, ensuring that she/he is well trained, works in an
adequate environment, and has enough time to capture good quality signals. Note that this is a
repetitive task that may cause tiredness, boredom, or lack of motivation in the operator, factors
that we must try to control
• Use of adequate sensors, with enough capabilities for our application (size, resolution, etc.)
and with enhanced features allowing the acquisition of bad quality sources (e.g., touchless
fingerprint sensors, 3D cameras)
• Use of an adequate graphical user interface (GUI), with a large display providing real-time
feedback of acquired data, as it has been demonstrated that users tend to provide better signals
over time and to habituate faster to the system if they have feedback of their acquisitions [6]
• To ensure an adequate acquisition environment (light, temperature, background, noise, etc.),
with a clear acquisition procedure (e.g., “gaze at the camera” or “place your finger here”), being
at the same time ergonomic and user-friendly
• To ensure a good maintenance of the sensor and of the acquisition kiosk in general, with
periodical cleaning and substitution of damaged parts
Unfortunately, sometimes these guidelines are not possible to put into practice. A number
of uncontrolled situations exist in the “user side,” specially as new deployments making use
of portable devices and/or remote access appear. This is a challenge that should encourage the
biometric community to define a set of best capture practices and to work toward a common
working criteria.
Regarding the system side (right part of Fig. 2), the most important action is to perform qualitydependent processing and/or quality-dependent fusion. In brief words, it means to invoke different
algorithms and to combine them with different weighting depending on the quality of the biometric
signal at hand [9]. This approach enables to integrate specific developments for poor quality signals
into established recognition strategies. It is also important that the system monitors the quality of
biometric signals, generating periodic reports [13]. This is useful to identify sudden problems
(e.g., a damaged sensor) and to carry out trend analysis that helps to determine if there is a hidden
systematic problem that needs corrective action. Specially important also is to identify if there is a
user-scanner learning curve, i.e., if once the users get more familiar with the system, their acquired
biometric signals exhibit better quality [6]. This allows to avoid the “first time user” syndrome,
specially for elder people or people who is not used to interact with machines. Another qualitycorrective action, which is still under-researched, is known as template adaptation or update [7].
It is typical for the stored template data to be significantly different to the processed biometric
data obtained during an authentication access due to natural variations across time. In this case,
storing multiple templates that represent the variability associated with a user’s biometric data
and to update/substitute them with new acquisitions is an efficient way to deal with this problem,
ensuring at the same time the best possible quality of stored biometric data.
Between the “user” and the “system” side (see Fig. 2), we position the quality assessment
algorithm. Since the quality of acquired signals conditions subsequent actions, it is very important
that quality be computed in real time. The quality assessment algorithm should be able to identify
which factor is degrading the acquired signals and based on it start the appropriate corrective
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action. In some cases, it will be possible to reacquire until satisfaction, but in others (e.g., forensics)
there will be no opportunity to ask for a new sample, so we will have to deal with the “bad”
sample at hand. Based on the assessed quality, we can invoke different processing algorithms, or
we can reject the acquired signal. In this case, we should have defined an exception procedure
for users whose samples are rejected by the quality assessment algorithm, such as invoking
human intervention for an alternative recognition procedure. The cost of this last option and the
inconvenience to the user are good reasons to highlight the importance of having a good quality
assessment module in any biometric system.

Human vs. Automatic Quality Assessment
It is often assumed that human assessment of biometric quality is the gold standard against
which automatic quality measures should be measured. There is an established community of
human experts in recognizing biometric signals for certain applications (e.g., signatures in checks
or fingerprints in the forensic field), and the use of manual quality verification is included
in the workflow of some biometric applications such as immigration screening and passport
generation [14].
Many authors make use of datasets with manually labeled quality measures to optimize and
test their quality assessment algorithms. On the other hand, there are some studies that test the
relationship between human and algorithm-based quality measures [14]. From these studies, it is
evident that human and computer processing are not always functionally comparable. For instance,
if a human judges a face or iris image to be good because of its sharpness, but a recognition
algorithm works in low frequencies, then the human statement of quality is inappropriate. We
can improve the judgment of human inspectors by adequate training on the limitations of the
recognition system, but this could be prohibitively expensive and time consuming. In addition,
if we decide to incorporate a human quality checker, we must consider the human factors such as
tiredness, boredom, or lack of motivation that a repetitive task like this may cause in the operator.

Incorporating Quality Measures in Biometric Systems
Different uses of sample quality measures in the context of biometric systems have been identified
throughout this section. These possible uses are represented in Fig. 3. We should note that these
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Fig. 3 Roles of a sample quality measure in the context of biometric systems
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roles are not mutually exclusive. Indeed, the ideal situation would be to include all of them in our
application. We can distinguish among [3]:
• Recapture loop or conditional reacquisition. If an acquired sample does not satisfy our quality
criteria, we can implement, for instance, an “up to three attempts” policy, giving feedback and
possible corrective actions in each subsequent acquisition to improve quality. Video stream
selection can also be implemented, if possible. However, some application will require to
process the first acquired sample regardless of the quality, e.g., latent fingerprints or face from
surveillance cameras.
• Invoke human intervention. In the undesirable case that biometric data does not meet the quality
requirements, we can either deny the access to this person or (more friendly) invoke human
intervention for an alternative recognition procedure. Human intervention is certainly time and
cost consuming and inconvenient for users. Therefore, it is important to capture the best possible
input signals.
• Quality-based processing. This involves adapting the processing steps of the algorithm accordingly, for example: quality-specific enhancement algorithms, extraction of features robust to the
observed degradation, extraction of features from useful regions only, and ranking of extracted
features depending on the quality of local regions.
• Update of enrolment data. Biometric data is subject to natural variations across time. To cope
with this problem, multiple templates representing the variability associated with the user can
be stored in the database and updated with new acquisitions [8]. To improve the overall quality
of the biometric database over time, enrolled samples of a subject can be also updated with
better quality samples captured during the operation of the system, thereby improving the overall
system match accuracy [7, 13].
• Quality-based matching, decision, and fusion. Depending on the quality of acquired templates,
different matching algorithms can be used (which also depend on the kind of features extracted
previously). Also, the sensitivity of the matcher or the decision threshold can be adjusted to the
quality of the signals under comparison. Features with low quality can be discarded from the
matching, or more weight can be given to high-quality features. In multibiometric systems,
quality information has been incorporated in a number of fusion approaches, for instance,
weighting results from the multiple sources depending on the quality [10].
• Monitoring and reporting. Quality measures can be used to monitor quality across the different
parts of the system with the objective of identifying problems that lead to poor quality signals.
In [13], they have documented a methodology for this purpose, with different aspects related to
biometric signal quality that can be monitored and reported:
1. Signal quality by application. Different application scenarios may require different scanners,
capture software, environment configuration, and settings, and these differences may have
different impacts on the overall quality of captured signals.
2. Signal quality by site/terminal. This helps to identify abnormal sites or terminals due to
operator training, site configuration, operational conditions, damaged sensor, environment,
etc.
3. Signal quality by capture device. There can be variations in the quality of captured signals
between devices due to differences in the physical acquisition principle, mechanical design,
etc. It can also be indicative of the necessity of substituting a specific scanner if it does not
provide signals that satisfy the quality criteria.
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4. Signal quality by subject. This identifies interaction learning curves, helping to better train
new users, specially elder people or people who is not used to interact with machines, and
alleviating the “first time user” syndrome.
5. Signal quality by template. This can be used to detect variations in quality of the system
database, allowing to properly implement template substitution/updating algorithms [8].
6. Signal quality by biometric input. In multibiometric systems, this kind of report is aimed to
examine the quality distributions of the different data sources, e.g., if an specific source is
experiencing problems, or if the way we are combining them can be improved.
These monitoring actions can also support trend analysis, providing statistics of all applications,
sites, etc. This allows to identify trends in signal quality or sudden changes that need further
investigation.

Issues and Challenges
The increasing development of biometrics in the last decade, related to the number of important
applications where a correct assessment of identity is a crucial point, has not been followed
by extensive research on the biometric quality measurement problem [4]. The deployment of
biometric systems is being limited by the unsatisfactory performance observed in newer scenarios
of portable or low-cost devices, remote access, distant acquisition, or forensics. These are expected
to work in an unsupervised environment, with no control on the ambient noise, on the usersensor interaction process, or even on the sensor maintenance. Relaxed acquisition constraints for
increased user convenience have been also identified as having great impact in mass acceptance
levels and widespread adoption of biometric technologies. Therefore, it is very important upon
capture of biometric samples to assess their quality, making the capability of handling poor quality
signals essential [2, 3].
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